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ABSTRACT

A study investigated patterns and influences in
Mexican-American children's Spanish language maintenance and shift
toward English dominance or monolingualism. Subjects were 64
Mexican-descent children, ages 8-9, of varying immigration
backgrounds (Mexican-born, U.S.-born of Mexican-born parents,
U.S.-born of U.S.-born parents), and their families in one California
community. Interviews and activities were conducted to investigate
language proficiency, attitudes, and choices, and the children were
observed and tape-recorded in everyday activities at home and at
school. Preliminary findings indicate that a shift from Spanish to
English is occurring across generations in language choice for home
and school use. However, despite the tendency for children to have
greater access to English-speaking teachers as they progress through
grades, some still rely on English in academic activities with peers,
suggesting an environment supportive of Spanish and of language
alternation. A similar shift toward English appears in language
proficiency across background groups, and interlingual dependency
appears to occur only for foreign-born children with access to
Spanish across a wide range of domains. Many adults want their
children to be proficient in both languages. Overall, a strong
commitment to bilingualism emerges, despite an intergenerational
shift toward English. Bibliography and survey questions are appended.
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MOVING IN AND OUT OF BILINGUALISM:
INVESTIGATING NATIVE LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE
AND SHIFT IN MEXICAN-DESCENT CHILDREN

ABSTRACT

Recent research has emphasized the economic, social, and cognitive
advantages available to bilinguals. Yet for many immigrant groups, bilingualism Is a temporary phenomenon. Most immigrant children arrive in the
United States as monolingual speakers of their native language, develop
bilingualism as they acquire English, establish English-speaking households, and raise their children as English-speaking monolinguals. According to survey data, even Spanish, a language thought to be particularly
enduring in the United States, seldom lasts beyond the second or third
generation. Despite evidence that shift toward English is occurring for many
immigrant groups, most researchers have neglected to focus on the different

levels at which shift occurs, the !actors that influence its development, and
the course it takes during individuals' lifetimes. in an effort to address these
concerns, this paper reports on research that investigates native language
maintenance and shift to English among 64 Mexican-descent children and

their families. Although the participants in the study live in the same
suburban community, they have different immigration backgrounds (Mexican-born, U.S.-bom of Mexican-born parents, U.S.-born of parents who
were also born in the United States.) Data sources referred to here include
a variety of interviews and activities used to investigate the participants'
language proficiency, attitudes, and choices.
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INTRODUCTION

thesecond or third generation (Lopez, 1978; Veltman,

1988). Recently, there has been some evidence that

A growing number of researchers In the fields

of anthropology, sociology, and psychology have
emphasized the posttive side of living and learning in

ethnic minority and immigrant communities. Bilingualism stands out as a feature that characterizes
the lives of many children who live M these communities. Children who acquire two languages through
theircontacts and interactions intheir homes, schools,

and neighborhoods have access to a range of resources that are largely unavailable to monolingual
English speakers. It is commonly believed that their
bilingualism, it maintained, could lead to social and
economic rewards. In addition, a sizable body of
literature on the cognitive functioning of language
minority children who are balanced bilinguals (i.e.,
with equal or nearly equal levels of prof idemiy in both

their languages) suggests that bilingualism could
lead to cognitive growth (Diaz, 1985; Duncan &
DeAvila, 1979; Hakuta & Diaz, 1985; Kessler &
Quinn, 1980). Finally, ethnographic research that
focuses on the everyday lives of bilingual children,
their families, and communities has provided de-

scriptions of a rich learning milieu (e.g., Moll &
Greenberg, 1990; Vasquez, Pease-Alvarez, & Shannon, in press). For example, translation, a common

activity for many bilingual children from immigrant
backgrounds, represents an occasion for children to
enhance their metalinguistic awareness and language proficiency (Malakoff & Hakuta, 1991).

the loss of Spanish also occurs at the level of the
individual (Wong Fillmore, 1991). That is, some
formerly bilingual children shift to using only English,
regardless of setting. Such a shift may be triggered

by a number of factors, including a preference for
English or an actual loss of Spanish language proficiency. As Wong Fillmore (1991) has so poignantly
described, communication between these children
and their non-English-speaking parents may be impaired, thereby jeopardizing parents' ability to socialize and enculturate their children.
Despite the evidence that shift toward English
is occurring for many Latino immigrant groups, relatively little is known about the routes that language
shift may take and the level at which it occurs. Few
people have carefully tracked immigrant children to
study how their bilingualism develops over time and
how different factors influence its development. Instead, most research has involved intergenerational
studies that rely on census and archival data on selfreported language preference. As many have noted,

self-report data regarding language practices and
abilities do not necessarily provide an accurate picture of those practices (Blom & Gumperz, 1972;
Gumperz, 1982). Another flaw in the research centers on the way language shift is defined. Most
studies have focused on language choice and given

little consideration to language proficiencies and
attitudes. We contend that a more appropriate view

In light of the advantages associated with bilingualism and the contexts in which it is sustained and

of language shift takes into account its different
components which include language proficiency,

developed, many are concemed about its loss, a
recurring phenomenon for most immigrant groups

language choice, and attitude toward language and
the culture associated with a particular language
and the relationships that exist across these components. Although they are clearly related (for example, language choice by necessity entails suffi-

living in the United States (Fishman, 1966; Grosjean,

1982). While most non-English-speaking Immigrant
children develop bilingualism after living in this coun-

try for a few years, their children are often Englishspeaking monolinguals or only minimally proficient in
their parents' native language. According to recent
survey data, even Spanish, a language that some
have described as usurping the role of English in the
Southwest (Hayakawa ,1992), seldom lasts beyond

MOVING IN ANT) OUT OF BILINGUALISM

ci nt proficiency in the two languages to enable
choice to occur), there Is evidence that these aspects

of shift may also operate independently of one another. For example, Hakuta and D'Andrea (1992)
found that students who were born in the United
States to parents who were immigrants reported to
PAGE 1
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use mostly English. However, they had maintained
as much Spanish proficiency as their counterparts
who had immigrated from Mexico in the last 5 years.

This finding suggests that native language proficiency is not necessarily positively correlated with
the use of that language. Hakuta and D'Andrea also
found that while attitudinal factors may be related to
language choice, they were not related to language
proficiency. In addition, they found that students with
a maintenance orientation toward Spanish reported

that they used it more than students with a more
assimilationist view. However, these same students
did not necessarily score well on tests of Spanish
language proficiency.

4. Born in U.S.A.; at least one parent born in
U.S.A.
Most of the children participating in the study
are from Depth 1 or 2 (20 per group). There are 13

children from Depth 3 and 11 from Depth 4. We
attribute this difference in distribution across the four

depths to two factors: (1) Mexican immigration to
Eastside is fairly recent, having begun in the mid1960s and increasing by just afew percentage points
each year (See figure 1 for demographic trends in the
school district that serves Eastside and a neighbor-

ing town); and (2) the majority of Mexican-descent
adults living in Eastside are immigrants. In fact,
fewer than 10% of the 233 Mexican-descent parents
that participated in our initial survey were either born
in the United States or came here as children.

THE METHOD

In an effort to understand better the related
phenomena of native language maintenance and
shift toward English at a variety of levels and over
time, we have undertaken a longitudinal study of
variations in the language proficiencies, choices,
and attitudes of Mexican-origin children and their
families. The participants in our study live in a
suburban Bay Area community that we call Eastside.

They include 64 8- to 9-year old children, all of

Figure 1: Numbers of Hispanic and Non.
Hispanic Students In the School District
Serving Eastside and a Neighboring
Community 1964-1990
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For the 40 children in Depths 1 and 2, we have,
in fact, selected our sample in pairs of siblings; that

identified by surveying all the third graders in the four

is, each of the 40 target children has a sibling

Eastside schools.
1. Born in Mexico; parents born in Mexico.
2. Born in U.S.A; parents born in Mexico; mother
immigrated at age 15 or older.

counterpart. The target child is in the third grade and
on average 8 years old:thesibling counterparts vary.
In half of the cases, the target child is the first born,
and therefore the sibling counterpart is younger. In
the other half, the target child is second born, and the
sibling counterpart Is older. In all cases, three years
or fewer separate the target child and sibling.

3. Born in U.S.A.; parents born in Mexico; mother
immigrated at age 10 or younger.
PAGE 2
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8y comparing target children's and siblings'
performances on various tacks we will be able to
provide information about the nature of native language maintenance and shift to English over time
within the different groups. In addition, we will be able

families participating in our study. Eastside is a small

unincorporated area roughly 2 miles square that is
part of the suburban strip that extends from San Jose

to San Francisco. Like many communities in Northern California, Eastside has become increasingly

to make statements about the effect of birth order on
the maintenance and loss of bilingualism. Althoughto
our knowledge, the role of birthorder has not been the
focus of studies of bilingualism, studies of language
development in monolingual contexts suggest that it
is an important variable (e.g., Zukow, 1989).
The six case-study children whose home and

diverse in income and ethnicity. In the mid-1960s,
Eastside was populated mostly by working-class
Anglos; now it is home to immigrants from southern

Europe, the Pacific Islands, and Latin America.
Among these groups, immigrants from Mexico are
the most numerous and along with other Latinos
represent more than 80% of the school-age population in each of Eastside's four elementary schools.
Although Eastside is more than 500 miles

school activities are being observed and recorded
include one from Depth 1, four from Depth 2, and one

from Depth 3. All six of these children are members
of the same neighborhood and school community.
They attend classes where teachers' use of Spanish
and English in the classroom varies. Three are in
bilingual classes where the teachers and students
use both languages, and three are in a class where
the teacher relies mostly on English.

north of the Mexican Border, Mexican culture and the

Spanish language are prevalent throughoutthecom-

munity. The streets are alive with commercial and
social activity reminiscent of Mexican towns; Spanish is commonly used throughout its commercial and

residential sectors; and Mexican traditions are an

Thus far, we are just beginning to uncover

important feature of everyday life. Community mem-

findings that provide some insight into the different
levels of Spanish/English bilingualism thought to be
relevant to our understanding of native language
maintenance and shift to English. The following
account summarizes these findings as they pertain
to the areas of language choice, attitudes, and language proficiency. The data sources we draw upon
for this discussion include a survey of 233 Mexican-

bers maintain strong ties with Mexico. Many make
yearly visits to Mexico to be reunited with family and
friends. For others, their connections with Mexico
fulfill needs that cannot be met in the United States.

They return to Mexico for medical care or other
professional s 3rvices because they find them more

and open-ended interviews with parents and chil-

affordable and trustworthy than those available to
them in Eastside and its immediate vicinity. Some
parents who are dissatisfied with the education offered in Eastside schools have sent their children to
schools in Mexico.

dren, standardized measures of the target children's
English and Spanish vocabulary, and observational

boring communities, view Eastside as an enclave of

descent parents that was used to identify our sample
of 64 target children and theirfamilies, semistructured

Many outsiders, particularly Anglosf rom neigh-

data focusing on the language choice practices of six

monolingual Spanish speakers. They believe that
the Mexican-Americans of Eastside are not interested in learning English or adapting to so-called
American culture. Our interviews with Eastsiders
provide a different view. Every parent we have
spoken to has expressed a desire to learn English.

case-study children in school settings.

THE COMMUNITY CONTEXT
Before proceeding with a summary of our find-

Most feel that their own economic security and hope
for a better life are strongly linked to their eventual
acquisition of the language. All agree that their

ings to date, we would like to introduce the reader to

Eastside, the community that is home to the 64
MOVING IN AND OUT OF BILINGUALISM
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children need to speak, read, and write English well.

English and Spanish (see the Appendix for a partial

No one is operating under the illusion that their

list of interview questions). Interviewers used probes

children will be able to lead an economically produc-

to get at respondents' reasons for their responses. In

tive Site in the United States as monolingual speakers

addition, a series of open-ended questions elicited
participants' perspectives on native language loss

of Spanish.
Despite the prevalence of Spanish in the home
and neighborhood, in Eastside schools, English is

and their views about the relationship that exist
between culture and language, and the role that

emphasized for instructional purposes. An impor-

English and Spanish should play in school. Three

tant goal of the district's bilingual education program

fluent Spanish speakers, including twc native speak-

is to prepare children to participate successfully in
English-only classrooms. This entails providing children with initial literacy and content area instruction
in Spanish. Once children are deemed proficient in
English and have achieved minimal competency on
standardized achievement tests administered in

ers, conducted the interviews, and in most cases

Spanish, they are usually placed in classes taught by

particular individual, the name used is a pseudonym.

teachers who weak little or no Spanish. In our

We have relied on four data sources to learn
about the language proficiencies of the children: (1)

observations and participation in these classes, we
have noticed that many children draw upon both of
their languages as they engage in various classroom
activities.

Spanish was useo during the entire interview by both

interviewer and interviewee. Throughout this paper,

excerpts from the interviews are included to help
describe trends in our findings. It is important that the

reader realize that when we attribute a quote to a

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) in both
English and Spanish, (2) children's and parents' self reports about children'sproficiency in both languages,

(3) a taskthat elicits narratives from the children, and

(4) a translation and language awareness task.
RESULTS

Because we are still in the midst of data collec-

tion and analysis, the following section represents a

preliminary discussion of our findings. 3oth qualitative and quantitative approaches were employed to

capture different aspects of the participants' bilingualism. Figure 2 provides a summary of the data
collection strategies used to investigate native language maintenance and shift toward English at the

Because we have not yet completed our analysis of

the latter two tasks, this paper focuses on results
from only the first two activities.
Apart from the initial survey data, our quantitative analysis is based on findings from a total of 55
children. As indicated in Figure 3, the majority of
these children are from Depths 1 and 2. Although we
have identif led atotal of 24 children who fit the criteria

for Depths 3 and 4, we are still in the process of
collecting data f rom these children and their parents.

levels of language proficiency, language choice, and

Because we are currently undertaking a detailed

language attitudes. Thus f ar, surveys and interviews

content analysis of our qualitative data, we can only

have been the primary data sources used to capture

report on patterns and themes that are emerging

children's language choices and attitudes. In the
initial survey used to identify our sample, we asked

from open-ended interview questions and our obser-

vations of the six case-study children.

233 Eastside parents to identify the language used at

home among adults, between children and adults,
and among children. Interviews with the target

children and their parents focused on language
choices in greater depth and on their attitudes toward
PAGF. 4
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choices, shown in Figure 5 (page 6), children in

Figure 2: Data Sources Used to Investigate
Children's Native Language Maintenance and
Shift to English.

Depths 1 and 2 use mostly Spanish with parents. In
contrast, there is a marked increase in the amount of
English that children usewith parents between Depths

2 and 3. English usage also increases between

Language Proficiency

siblings across depths. When taking birth order into
consideration, it is interesting to note that first born
children use more English with their closest sibling
and more Spanish with their younger siblings. Second born children use a great deal of English with
theirolder sibling and more Spanish with their younger
siblings. Similar findings were recently reported by
Saville-Troike (1992) for children from a variety of
language backgrounds.

Standardized vocabulary tests: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (English and Spanish versions)
Narrative task
Translation task
Setf-reported data of children's language proficiency

Language Choice
Initial survey used to identify sample (administered to
233 parents of third graders)
Parent and child interviews
Classroom observations of six case-study children

Language Attitudes

Figure 4: Initial Parent Survey of Language
Choice Patterns In the Home

Parent and child interviews

Figure 3: Distribution of Subjects
Across Depths
Depth 1

20

Depth 2

20

Depth 3

11

Depth 4

4
a

a

4

Olinw

Depth 1:

Born in Mexico, parents born in Mexico

Depth 2:

Born in USA, parents born in Mexico, mother

Hetet CH CH: among children; CHAD. between children and adults: AD AD
among adults

immigrated at age15 or older
Depth 3:

Children also report a shift toward English in
their language use practices at school. As shown in
Figure 5, our interviews with children reveal that the
amount of English used with teachers increases as
depth in the United States increases. Despite this
trend, we have observed many of the children using
Spanish at school when interacting wkhotherchildren.

Born in USA, parents born in Mexico, mother

immigrated at age 10 or younger
Depth 4:

Born in USA, at least one parent born in USA

Language Choice
In our initial survey of 233 parents, summarized

in Figure 4, adults reported that they speak mostly
Spanish with one another at home, even in second
and third generation families. They also reported
that their children, even those in the second and third

Although the self-report data reveal a shift
toward English in the language choice practices of

children, we have observed that the case-study
children frequently rely on both languages as they

generations, still speak some Spanish with their
parents. Nevertheless, both our survey and inter-

negotiate a range of classroom tasks in collaboration
with their teacher and other students. One recurring
theme in all three classrooms where we are conducting our observations is the use of one language to

view data reveal evidence of a shift toward English in

the home language use practices of the children.
According to children's reports of their language

support children's reading or writing in the other.

MOVING IN AND OUT OF BILINGUALISM
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Frequently, children will use Spanish when discuss-

that person's ethnicity. For sonie children, these two

ing something that they are reading or writing in
English or vice versa. We have also observed

themes are related. As is evident in the following

teachers use English when talking about what children have written or read in Spanish. For example,
during student-teacher writing conferences, a routine event in many classrooms, teachers may use
English when asking questions or making suggestions about stories, essays, or poems that students
have written in Spanish.

language and ethnicity when providing a reason for
his decision to use Spanish with him.

Figure 5: Children's Self-Report of
Language Choices
6.5
6
5.5
5

excerpttrom our interview, Miguel refers to hist ather's

Interviewer:

&Por quo piensas que usas todo el
tiempo espaol con to papA?

Miguel:

Porque Al tambien casi no sabe decir,
no sabe hablar ingles.
Entonces casi no sabe hablar ingles Al?
Es que toda mi familia es de Mexico.

Interviewer:
Miguel:
[Interviewer:

Why do you think you always use Spanish with your father?

Miguel:

Because he hardly knows how to say,
he doesn't know how to speak English.

Interviewer:

Then he hardly knows how to speak
English?

4..

Miguel:

4
3.5

It's that all of my family is from Mexico.]

3

Children revealed their understanding of the

2.5
2

connections between language and ethnicity in other

1.5

parts of our interview. Many feel that ethnicity or

1

0.5

country of origin plays an important role in determin-

0
2

3

4

DEPTH
1. LANGUAGE USED WITH PARESIS
LANGUAGE USEDWOH CLOSEST SIBING

13 LANGUAGE USIDWITH HOME WANDS
LANGUAGE USIDWITH SC HOOT EMENDS

O LANGUAGE USW WITH I IACHIR

The two languages are woven hroughout the
school day in other ways. Children routinely translate for one another and their teachers. During the

ing one's language choice. They know that English
is the language of the United States and that Spanish
is the language of Mexico. From their vantage point,
most residents of the United States must learn English regardless of their ethnic background. Nevertheless, only a few children told us that English is the
more important language.

Attitudes Toward Bilingualism and Native
Language Maintenance

10- to 15- minute event that concludes writing time in

During our interviews, children and parents

one classroom we are observing, children read what

across depths voiced very positive attitudes toward
bilingualism (see Figures 6 and 7). As they see it,
bilingualism will lead to economic security, to the
abilityto communicate and interact with a wide range
of people, and to access to knowledge sources both
inside and outside of their immediate community.
They are aware of the immediate advantages associated with having children who are able to translate
for adult family members so that they can communicate with monolingual English speakers. For some

they have written aloud to the entire class. Those
who share their writing in Spanish later translate for
the handful of classmates who do not understand
Spanish. These translations are done on the spot
with little or no previous preparation. Some translations are accomplished jointly bytwo or more children.

When providing reasons for their language
choices, children usually refer to the language proficiency or language choice of their interlocutor or to

PAGE 6
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children, the desire to take on the role of family
translator is part of what motivates them to learn
English. Maria makes this clear in the following

cate its use to varying degrees in their homes. Most
are confident that their children will not lose Spanish,
although they can provide examples of other children
who are no longer proficient in Spanish or who no

excerpt from our interview.
Interviewer.

longer want to use it. When asked to consider how

tPor qua es muy importante para ti

they would feel it they had a child who no longer

hablar ingles Men?

spoke Spanish, many parents displayed strong emo-

Porque cuando una persona llama o

Marla:

tional reactions that revealed the depth of their
commitment to their Mexican roots and, in some

viene de visits y le dice a mi mama algo

y Gila no sabe, emonces yo le puedo
decir que quiere.

[Interviewer:
Marla:

cases, the difficulties that they have had adjusting to
life in the United States. For example, Mrs. Carroza

Why is it very important for you to speak
English well?
Because when a person calls or comes

spoke about how the loss of Spanish on the part of
her children or their refusal to use it would eliminate
her hope that they return to Mexico or maintain ties
with her family.

to visit and tells my mother something
and she doesn't understand, then I can
tell her what (that person) wants.]

Pues serfs' droll en mi familia si elloa agarran el
ingles ajeno y olvidar el espanol. Sera dif (cif en mi

familia .... Tal vez pasara porque cuando yo les
digo
"cuando ustedes esten grandes yo voy a

Figure 6: Children's Attitudes Toward
Spanish, English, and Bilingualism

regresar a mi pals," luego me dicen, "Taves a ir
mama, porque nosotras no nos vamps." Es diffcil

porque ellas se criaron en otro ambiente y no

4

3.5

El ENGLISH

3

[Well it would be difficult in my family it they learn
English and forget Spanish. It would be difficult in
my family.... Perhaps itwill happen because when
I tell them... "When you are grown I'm going to go
back to my country," they tell me, "You're going to
go (alone) Mama because we aren't going." It's
difficult because they were raised in another environment and don't want to return.]

SPANISH

2.5

4

quieren regresar.

X MAO

2

1.5
1

0.5

A

0
2
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DEPTH

Despite their commitment to Spanish in the
home, parents do not agree about the role Spanish
should play at school. Most are grateful to have their
children enrolled in bilingual classes where teachers
use Spanish when giving directions and explanations. A few parents have expressed the less common opinion that Latino children should have access
to Spanish instruction throughout their elementary
school careers to combat the loss of that language.
As one mother reasoned:

Figure 7: Parents' Attitudes Toward Spanish,
English, and Bilingualism
elm
ENOUSH

XI SPANISH

El inglas la van a iraprendiendo. Me preocupa mos
el espafiol--que se les olvide. 0 sea que lo practican

ya

2

3

4

bien en escritura, en dictado, y en lecture porque
cuando pasan a quinto, sexto grado casi no les van

DEPTH

a dejar en °spatial.

Entonces yo quiero que
adquleran muy buenas bases en espanol como
estan haciendo all' (en la escuela).

Our interviews have revealed that parents are
committed to the maintenance of Spanish and advoMOVING IN AND OUT OP BILINGUALISM
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[They'll learn English. What worries me more is
Spanish--that they will forget it. Or that they use it
correctly when writing, when doing dictation, and
when reading because when they go on to fifth and
sixth grade they aren't going to let them use Spanish. So I want them to acquire a strong foundation
in Spanish likethey are doing there (at their school).]

Others worry about the instruction available to
their children in bilingual programs and classrooms.

They are concerned that their children are being
taught by teachers who are, in most cases, nonnative speakers of Spanish and who are not proficient
in that language or, to use their words, speak 'km

espaffol mocha" (beginners Spanish). These parents would rather have their children's Anglo teachers use English and not Spanish, a language they
feel teachers should speak well or not at all. Some

parents feel that they, not their children's Anglo
teachers, should be responsible for making sure that

their children maintain Spanish. For them, schools
should be places where teachers use English to
instruct students in the various content areas and in
English. They worry that their children will not learn
English if they are in bilingual classes where teach-

ers and students use English. As evident in the
following, they feel that their children, who already
know Spanish, should be in an instructional setting

where more attention is placed on their weaker

Es la opinion de la mayorfa de la gents aqui que allf
(en Mexico) van miss adelante en los conocimientos

de la historia, en las matematicas. Es la creencia

que aqui lo que ensenan en el high school, en
Mexico lo han ensenado en tercer o cuarto grado.

[Most people here think that children there (in
Mexico) are more advanced in history, in mathematics. It's the belief that what is taught in high
school here is taught in the third or fourth grade in
Mexico.]

Interestingly, Mrs. Barraza has just the opposite view. She feels that the schooling she received
in a rural Mexican school is inferior to that offered in
the Eastside school her children are attending. In our

interviews, she recalls attending overcrowded
schools, days when school was canceled because
teachers were absent, a scarcity of books and materials, and a school day that lasted only a few hours.

Mrs. Marti, who also attended a rural school in
Mexico, shares M rs.Bartaza'spref erence for Eastside
schools. She feels thatteachers who work in Eastside
schools, unlike the teachers she had as a student in

Mexico, treat all students equally.
Aqui son parejos... y aqui van miss avanzados que
alla. Alla no tienen computadcras. Varias cosas
que tienen aqui no tienen
Aquf mis hijos
estan bien.

[Here they are fair... and here they progress more
rapidly than there. There they don't have computers. There are a lot of things they have here that
they don't have there.... Here my children are fine.]

language, English.
Deberlan de practicer mils ingles en la escuela
porque casi saben todo el esparto!. Entoncestoque
necesitan es el ingles. Tango mucho inters en que

lo aprendan. Me gustarla que aprendan pronto.
Mis hermanos tienen muchos ems aprendiendo
ingles y lo han aprendido escuchando puro ingles.

[They should practice more English at school because they know Spanish. So what they need is
English. I'm very interested in having them learn it.
I would like them to learn soon. My brothers have
spent many years learning English and they have
learned listening to only English.]

In a few cases, parents who long for the rigor of

a Mexican education expressed their disappointment with the level of instruction offered in Eastside

schools. As Mrs. Alvarez explained:
PAGE 8

A small minority of parents, particularly those
with stronger ties to the United States, from Depths
3 and 4, also voiced their concerns about bilingual

education in ways that are reminiscent of other
opponents to this educational approach (see, e.g.,
Porter, 1990). They question the use of bilingual
education in a country where English, after all, is the
common language. Iey feel that schools should
concentrate on using English with Spanish-speaking
children. As one mother who was born in Eastside
told us:
Teachers should locus on the English just because
I think they tend to speak too much Spanish to the
Spanish-speaking, They get lazy and they want to
go the easy way which is the one they understand
which is Spanish. I think that loses [confuses] them
too sometimes in their English and their academics.

1.'
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Another mother's problems with the use of

proficiency is primarily an indicator of the learning of
academic language skills at school, the lack of rela-

Spanish in schools stems in part from her belief that
schools and society at large do too much to make
Latinos feel comfortable in the United States. She

tionship between Depth 2 children's English and
Spanish PPVT scores may mean that variance in
native language for this group is not related to the

feels that too many resources are spent on making
sure they have access to instruction and public services in Spanish.

more academic uses of Spanish, but rather to
sociolinguistic circumstances such as the extent to
which they are exposed to Spanish.

I was very upset with the fact that we cater to, even
though I am Spanish, to a lot of Spanish speaking.
And it used to bug me. They need to sp eels English.
Why should we have to convert to Spanish, to you
know, to pacify them? We go to Mexico and they're
not going to sit there and have things in English for
us. Its good to know that the schools are teaching

Figure 8: Children's Performance on the
English and Spanish Versions of the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

the kids English. But the parents and adults are

100

having the kids translate for the adults. And it really
upset me the fact that they aren't putting effort into
learning English. And now it's almost like we have
to loam to speak Spanish because of the way it is
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DEPTH

Parents' and children's ratings of children's
proficiency in English and Spanish using a sevenpoint likert scale also reflect a shift toward English.
Although most children from all depths report themselves to be quite proficient in Spanish, there is a

Language Proficiency
As shown in Figure 8, findings from the PPVT
indicate a shift in the language proficiency of children

toward English. As children across depths gain pro-

ficiency in English, they appear to decline in their
level of Spanish proficiency. Interestingly, first born

decrease in their reported proficiency across depths.

In contrast, self-reported English proficiency in-

children and second born children do not differ

creases steadily with increasing depth in the United
States, and even recent immigrant children report
being somewhat competent in English. Parent reports of their children's proficiency in Spanish are,
like the children's, quite favorable, even in second
generation families of children who obtained very low
scores on the Spanish PPVT. This discrepancy

significantly with respect to their Spanish prof Aency,
although second born children are more proficient in
English than first born children.
The relationship between Spanish and English

proficiency interacts with depth. There is a strong
and positive relationship for Depth 1, but no relation-

ship for Depth 2. Why interlingual dependency, a
concept that has received considerable attention in
the research on bilingual education, may hold true

between parents' reports and children's Spanish
PPVT scores suggests that parents overestimate
their children's language proficiency in Spanish, or

only for foreign born children is open to speculation.
Perhaps their experience with Spanish in Mexico in

that they base their judgment on different aspects of

language proficiency than those measured by the
PPVT. We are currently exploring these hunches

both the larger cultural context and at school has
provided Mexican-born children with a stronger linguistic and academic foundation than that available
to Mexican-descent children born Inthe United States.
If we accept the view that these children's English

through a more careful comparison of self-report and

PPVT data, and through informal interviews that
focus on parents' definitions of language prof iciency.

MOVING IN AIO Our OF BILINGUALISM
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CONCLUSION

Preliminary findings from our survey and interview data provide evidence that a shift from Spanish

to English is occurring across generations at the
level of language choice in the domains of home and

school. When we look more closely at the language
use practices of case-study children in the school
domain, things are not nearly so straight forward.
Despite the tendency for children to have greater
accessto English-speaking teachers as they progress
through the grades, some still rely on Spanish while
engaged in academic activity with their peers. No

doubt, the way instruction is organized in these
classrooms and the attitudes of the teachers help
provide a context that is supportive of Spanish and of

language alternation. Small-group activities, childcentered approaches to instruction, and positive
attitudes toward Spanish and native language maintenance may be significant features of that context.
A similar shift toward English across the depths

appears to be occurring at the level of language
proficiency as well. Moreover, there is evidence that

interlingual dependency holds true only for those
foreign born children who have had access to Span-

ish across a wide range of domains. Thus, contrary
to what certain opponents of bilingual education and
proponents of the English-only movement have argued (e.g., Porter, 1990), it is not the case that the
Mexican-origin population of this predominantly im-

migrant community is not leaming English. By the
second generation, children seem to be fairly proficient in English. Unfortunately, their level of Spanish
proficiency appears to decline across generations.
Thus far, the data on language attitudes and

be the domain of both home and school, whereas
others feel that Spanish language maintenance is
solely the role of the family.
Overall, we are left with a picture of a commu-

nity with a strong commitment to biiingualism, despite evidence of intergenerational shift toward English at the level of usage and language proficiency.

As language educators interested in the development and maintenance of bilingualism, we urge
Eastside schools to build on this commitment by
demonstrating that classrooms can be places where
children use and develop both English and Spanish.
Organizing instruction to encourage children to use
Spanish as well as English for academic purposes

throughout the grade levels would be one way to
achieve this goal. Now, most Eastside children are
enrolled in classes staffed by Spanish-speaking
teachers in the lower grades. Grouping arrangements that provide all students with some access to
teachers who use Spanish and who ask that children
use Spanish when reading, writing, and talking may,
in the long run, enhance children's proficiency in that
language.

At this point in time, our study only begins to
touch upon the complexities of language shift in the
Eastside community. Once we are further along in

our data analysis, we will be able to make more
definitive comparisons across the different levels of
language shift. Also, because the study spans a
period of three years, we will eventually be in a better

position to address the issue of native language
maintenance and shift toward English within generations. Additional data from the children's siblings will

provide additional information about the nature of
these phenomena within generations. Finally, much

in both of their languages. For them, learning English

of the data we refer to here was elicited through
interviews and therefore allows for int ences only
about self-reported language use. As we continue
our work diserving case-study children across a

should not infringe on children's abilities In Spanish.
The goal is to know both languages well. They do,

varietyof settings, we will be ableto provide adescription of variations in their language use practices.

explanations regarding children's language choice
reveal that many Eastsiders have an additive view of
bilingualism. They want their children to be proficient

however, differ in rev. rd to who is responsible for
making sure that children maintain their native language while learning English. Some feel this should
PAGE 10
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10. How important is itforyou that yourteacher know
Spanish?

APPENDIX

A PARTIAL LIST OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS USED WITH PARENTS AND CHILDREN

11. How important is it for you that your mother know

Spanish?
Note:For each question, various probes were used to encourage
children and parents to explain and expand on their answers.

12. How important is it foryou that the principal know

Spanish?

Questions used with children
1.

When you talk to your (mother, father,
sibling,friend, teacher, principal) what language
do you use?

3
2
only
almost
mostly
Spanish
Spanish
all
Spanish
1

6
7
5
mostly almost only
equally English all
English
4
both

13. Do you think everybody should know English?
Who doesn't need to know English?
Note: If responses to questions 14. 15. and 16 are different from
responses to questions 10, 11, and 12, respectively (how impor-

tant it is to know Spanish), ask interviewee to explain the
difference.

English

Note: For questions beginning "How important...?" the following

14. How important is it for you that your teacher know
English?

scale was used:
1
2
0
not
of little
somewhat
important importance important

3
important

4
very

important

15. How important is it foryou that your mother know
English?

2.

How important is it for you to be bilingual/use two
languages?

16. How important is it for you that the principal know
English?

3.

How important is it for you to be able to speak
English well?

4.

How important is it for you to speak Spanish
well?

17. Are there any times when you feel uncomfortable/don't like using Spanish? When? Tell me
about a time when you felt uncomfortable using
Spanish (elicit specific example).

5.

Which language do you like to use more
Spanish or English?

6.

7.

Do you think that one language is more important than the other? Which one?
Now I'd like you to imagine yourself all grown up.

If you had children, how important would it be for
you that they learn Spanish?
8.

If you had children, how important would it be for
you that they learn English?

9.

Do you think everybody should know Spanish?
Who doesn't need to know Spanish?

PAGE 12

18. Are there any times when you feel uncomfortable/don't like using English? When? Tell me
about a time when you felt uncomfortable using
English (elicit specific example).

Questions used with parents
1.

When you talk to your (name of husband, child,
other family members) what language do you
use?

1
2
3
only
almost
mostly
Spanish
all
Spanish
Spanish

5
6
7
mostly almost only
equally English all English

4
both

English
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13. Do you think that the parents of Spanish-speak-

2. When your (husband, child, other family member) talks with you, what language does (he/
she) use?

ing children/Latino children should help their
children maintain their Spanish? How can they
help them maintain their Spanish? Are there
things that you do to help your child maintain
his/her Spanish? What?

3
4
5
6
7
2
only
almost
mostly
both
mostly almost only
English
Spanish
all
Spanish equally English all
Spanish
English
1

14. Do you think that your child's teachers should
emphasize one language more than the other
in the classroom? In other words, should they
spend more time using and teaching one language than the other? Which language should
they emphasize/focus on?

3. How important is it to you that your child be
bilingual? How does or will being bilingual benefit your child?

4. How do you think your child would respond to
the previous question?

15. Do you think your child should be taught at
5. How important is it to you that your child know
how to speak English well?

school in Spanish?
16.

6. How important is it to you that your child know
how to speak Spanish well?
7. Which language do you think your child prefers

to useEnglish or Spanish?

17. Some people feel that Latino children are losing
their Spanish. Do you think that this is happening?

8. Do you feel one language is more important
than the other? Which one?
What dci you think your child thinks? Does he/
she think one language is more important than
the other? Which language?

18.

Do you know a child who has lost his/her
Spanish? Who (prompt for details)? How did
this begin? Why do you think this child has lost
his/her Spanish?

9. How important is it to you that your child's
teachers know how to speak Spanish?

19. How do you `eel about this?

10. How important is it to you that the principal of

20. How would you feel if your child lost his/her

your child's school know how to speak Spanish?
11.

Is Spanish used at your child's school? Is instruction given in Spanish? What do you think
aboutthis? Do you thinkyour child benefitsfrom
Spanish inst=tion? How? Do you think using
Spanish for instruction harms your child in any
way? How?

Spanish? Do you think that will happen?

Do you think that everyone who lives in the

21.

United States should speak English?

Is there something that parents can do to avoid

the loss of Spanish in their children? What?

12. Do you think that the parents of Spanish-speak-

22.

ing children should help their children learn
English? How can they help them? Are there
things that you do to help your child learn

Is there anything that the schools can do to
avoid the loss of Spanish in Latino children?
What?

English?
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